What Did American Freedom Cost Those Who Won It For You?

The start of the American Revolutionary War was when the Government of the time attempted to gun grab from the colonists. They sent their hired army out, and were confiscating and destroying the arms storehouses of the colonial militias, and confiscating munitions and arms from the population.

The Founding Generation and Fathers of America knew this was it. If they didn't act then they would become subjects of tyranny, and not citizens with rights and freedoms. This was being done to them by a British Government under control of Jewish elites such as the Rothschilds who were also trying to force Jewish control of America by economic warfare by forcing the colonies to take Jewish minted money, the British pound, and get rid of their own currency script. This was organized by the Jews to cause scarcity and economic depression which allowed Jewish speculators and their agents to steal as much land and wealth from the Gentile Colonists as possible. The gun grabbing was to disarm the Colonists to make them incapable of defending themselves against Jewish tyranny under a British flag.

This culminated in the battle of Bunker Hill. The militia dug in along the wake of the British Army’s advance on their mission of gun grabbing by a Jewish bought regime. Think about that when the Jews are using their media and organized useful idiots from the Demojewcrat Communist Party and their "student" social injustice warriors, to attempt to bring in more gun grabbing. Leaked memos from the Demojewcrats already state their mission is to gun grab, and to use anything to do this. The Jews have always hated America and its Freedoms from the start. Look at how the Jews abuse the memory of the Founding Fathers of America. If you want to ban one thing from America to make it safe, ban Jews. They are the major threat to America and American lives. Just look at 911, the inside Mossad job.

Take your current day manipulative whining and tell it to the Men who stood and fought at Bunker Hill and those who lost their lives fighting for your Second Amendment freedoms that day.